Phased disturbance limits the total amount of grading at any one time and sequences operations so that at least half the site is either left as undisturbed vegetation or re-stabilized prior
to additional grading operations. This approach actively monitors and manages exposed
areas, so that erosion is minimized and sediment controls can be more effective in protecting aquatic resources and downstream landowners.
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The second planning principle is focused on managing active construction, so that at least
50% of the land area is maintained in vegetation. By anticipating the timing and extent each
grading and construction operation, along with erosion and sediment controls, exposed
ground does not sit idle. This management principle is applied by developing phases of a
project that can be brought to completion quicker than the entire parcel; and by utilizing

setting) and thus involve less grading and fewer offsite impacts than conventional development patterns. Practically this means retaining undisturbed green space around water
resources and on critical areas like steep slopes.

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²Two planning principles should be applied for phased disturbance. First, developments

Ý±²¼·¬·±² É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»This practice can be applied anywhere development occurs and is well suited to protect critical areas on and off site, such as wetlands, streams, ponds and highly erodible areas subject
to high erosion rates. The practice is applicable where natural vegetation can act as a soil
stabilizer during development and perhaps as a water quality feature after construction.

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòï Ó·²·³·¦»¼ Ð¸¿-»¼ Ü·-¬«®¾¿²½»
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practice with the goal that only areas under active construction have exposed soils.
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Ideally with phasing and effective sequencing, a parcel is divided between vegetated inactive areas and active
areas where work is continuous from clearing operations, through grading, drainage and construction until

an effective construction sequence to assist project managers to anticipate the next step towards stabilization
and completion.

When changes to the project schedule are unavoidable, amend the construction sequence
schedule on drawings and plans well in advance to anticipate potential problems and maintain control.

Routinely verify that work is progressing in accordance with the project’s construction
sequence. If progress deviates, take corrective actions.

-
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Temporary seeding and revegetation of graded areas is delayed as other work slows. Some
areas such as slopes should proceed with seedings even though delays in other operations
are occurring.

Failure to follow the construction sequence or maintain may result in erosion and sediment
control items being delayed.

turbed areas unprotected during winter months.

Active disturbance of the entire site does not allow portions to reach stages of completion
so that temporary or permanent seeding and mulching can be employed. A failure to limit
work areas to phases will result in erosion and sediment control being less effective.

5

Monitoring is essential to ensure that phasing and sequencing occur properly. This includes
making sure only the areas that need to be exposed are exposed, and all other BMP practices
are in good working order.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³-ñÝ±²½»®²Proper planning not conducted – more than 50% of the site is bare at any one time. Areas
may be too large and may need to be managed in smaller increments.

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

All areas that are disturbed shall be provided with appropriate controls such as sediment
basins, traps or barriers to prevent sediment from impacting water resources or offsite areas.
rarily stabilized until the subsequent construction operations begin or permanent seeding
and mulching can be completed.

Divide site work into major phases so that no more than 50% of the site is exposed at any
one time. Within each phase, operations such as clearing can also be divided to keep from
removing all the vegetation at once. For example, clearing for a roadway and infrastructure
can be effectively separated from clearing operations required for homebuilding rather than
removing all vegetation at once.

of operations shall be noted on construction drawings. Changes should be made to the construction sequence as work is completed or delayed.

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿
Specify all major construction operations including erosion and sediment controls with the

Clearing and grubbing includes the proper disposal of materials and the implementation
of best management practices in order to minimize exposure of soil to erosion and causing
downstream sedimentation.

actual construction is scheduled for that area of the site.

Ì·³·²¹ ¿²¼ Ð¸¿-·²¹
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Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²Í·¬» ¿--»--³»²¬ô -»´»½¬·±² ¿²¼ ³¿®µ·²¹
Sites should be assessed to determine areas to be left undisturbed as well as trees or veg-
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Clearing and grubbing is the removal of trees, brush and other unwanted material in order
to develop land for other uses or provide access for site work. Clearing generally describes
the cutting and removal of above ground material while grubbing is the removal of roots,
stumps, and other unwanted material below existing grade.

Ý±²¼·¬·±² É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»This practice may be applied anywhere existing trees and other material must be removed
for development to occur. The potential for erosion and sedimentation increases as: the
vegetation removed; area disturbed or watercourses encountered increases.

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòî Ý´»¿®·²¹ ¿²¼ Ù®«¾¾·²¹
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1. Where trees and stumps are removed in separate operations, trees may be used for

Grubbing removes roots and stumps by digging or pushing over with earth
moving equipment. Grubbing should be carefully monitored near lakes and streams to
protect the water’s edge. Removing root systems near the banks of streams and lakes make
cause the area to become unstable and erode. If possible, avoid grubbing at all near the
water’s edge.

5. Exposed areas not planning for immediate earthwork should be temporarily seeded to
prevent further erosion at the site. See the Temporary Seeding practice. Additional
stabilization or sediment control practices may be necessary to keep soil on the site.

4. All debris should be kept out of surface water resources. If possible, leave mulch or vegetation on the ground to decrease runoff and potential runoff. See the “Disposal Options”
section, below.

3. Install earth diversions to intercept and divert runoff to stable outlets and appropriate
sediment ponds.

2. Phase work so that only part of the site is being cleared at any given time. This will
reduce the amount of time soil is exposed to erosive forces. Follow examples in the
Phased Disturbance practice.

1. Where it is necessary to clear to the water’s edge, appropriate sediment control should be
used and seeding and other stabilization should be initiated within 2 days of work becoming idle.

Preservation
water bodies. Avoid clearing to the water bodies’ edge.

Tree and Natural Area

the best management practices that will be used to protect the cleared area from erosion.

Develop plans specifying the kind and location of timber to be salvaged,
the location of haul roads and skid trails, location and width of natural buffer zones around
water bodies, and the location and methods of stream crossings. The method of disposing
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Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿

Stream corridors should be left in tact unless and until plans have been made to immediately restore stable conditions. These areas are subject to rapid erosion once vegetation
is removed and soon become a source of sediment downstream. Alternatively naturally
vegetated stream corridors help protect water resources from pollution generated during
grubbing and grading operations.

times will decrease compaction and potential water quality problems from runoff.

Û®±-·±²ô -»¼·³»²¬ ¿²¼ -¬®»¿³ ·²-¬¿¾·´·¬§ °±¬»²¬·¿´
Clearing in some areas should be avoided or delayed due to the potential for destabilization. Cleared sites on heavy soils and steep slopes are subject to excessive erosion and may

in the land clearing operation. Tree protection that utilizes fencing and signage should be
maintained throughout the clearing stages. It is also important to maintain all other temporary and permanent practices that are used in conjunction with the land clearing to prevent
soil erosion and sedimentation.
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As large areas are disturbed, site erosion potential drastically increases until cover is reestablished. Establish temporary seedings as soon as clearing/grubbing and grading activities stop or become idle.

During construction, naturally vegetated banks of stream and lakes may become destabilized. Clearly mark areas where natural vegetation must be maintained, and immediately
implement stabilization plans of denuded areas.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²Clearing of areas planned for preservation may occur and desirable species may be damaged, therefore preservation areas should be well marked.

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

able areas can improve habitat for wildlife such as rabbits, raccoons, snakes, salamanders,
toads and frogs.

approved composting facility.

Where possible, all stumps, roots, logs, brush, limbs, tops and other debris resulting from
the clearing or thinning operation should be disposed of by processing through a chipping

9

4. In forested wetlands, shallow–rooted species are protected by each other from potential
wind damage. Whenever trees are removed from a forested wetland, the possibility of
blow downs or windthrow increases. Shallow rooted species are also protected by edge
trees, which shield the prevailing wind side of the woodlot. It is helpful to leave as many
edge trees as possible on the prevailing wind side of the cleared area.

3. Operating heavy equipment too close to trees will result in damage or loss due to soil
disruption, compaction and trunk damage. It is recommended that all heavy equipment
operations be limited to outside the drip line of all trees to be preserved. The drip line
is the area from the trunk of the tree outward to a point at which there is no longer any
overhanging vegetation.

effective anchoring in the bank. Tops of trees should be removed and chipped for mulch.

2. Trees and stumps may be removed in one operation. This method leaves materials that

10

Tree and natural area preservation insures that important vegetated areas existing on-site
prior to development will survive the construction process. Tree protection areas prevent
the losses and damages to trees that are common as a result of construction. This practice is
useful to protect individual trees, and areas of forest or natural vegetation in stream corridors, or open space.
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Useful information for the delineation may include:

raphy, streams and wetlands.

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²Preservation of important natural areas must begin before the location of buildings, roads
and utilities is determined. Early site planning should include delineating forested areas

during and after construction including: reduced erosion, reduced runoff rates and volume,
reduced cooling costs, sound and visual barriers and higher property values.

-

Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»This practice is applicable to any tree, forested or naturally vegetated area planned for long-

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòí Ì®»» ¿²¼ Ò¿¬«®¿´ ß®»¿ Î»-»®ª¿¬·±²

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿
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zone.
and water movement to the tree’s root system and is a major cause of tree decline.

Ð®±¬»½¬·±² Ü«®·²¹ Ý±²-¬®«½¬·±² º±® Ì®»» Ð®»-»®ª¿¬·±² ß®»¿- ó Construction administration is the on-site protection and care of trees selected to remain. The following are
necessary activities for adequate protection:

The following should be shown on the erosion and sediment control plans and clearly
marked on site:

trees that will be severely impacted by development, and which may need to be removed.
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Í·¬» Ð´¿² ó With the tree survey data and high value natural areas clearly shown on a base
map, site designers can plan the location of roads, utilities, and other improvements to min-

inches of soil, and the majority of the roots supplying nutrients are found just below the soil
surface. The critical root zone extends at least to the drip zone of a tree and must be pro-

Note regarding tree survival: A tree’s root zone is critical to its ability to survive.
Damaging the root zone during construction will lead to the tree’s decline and ultimately

include in the tree survey includes:

A tree inventory or survey provides more detailed information
about tree resources. Key to this step is outlining, on the engineering plans, the root zone
of trees that may be impacted during construction. A method to calculate the root zone is to
allow one-foot of radius for each inch of trunk diameter at breast height. Alternatively drip

12

Trenching
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Ý±³³±² Ý±²½»®²The following consequences can result from tree damage during construction activities:

Provide a permanent visual barrier - Protecting forest vegetation permanently requires
visual barriers to encroachment. It is not enough to protect areas with conservation easements, deed restrictions or even separate ownership. Forested stream buffers, parks and
valuable wood lots are often severely degraded by mowing, removal of the understory and
ground cover plants, and dumping of yard waste. Permanent signs or fences should identify
the area and describe allowable uses.

Care for damaged trees. Cutting damaged root systems clean and removing damaged
branches may aid slightly damaged trees.

trenching should stay beyond the drip zone of a tree. A better alternative is to tunnel
beneath the root zone at a depth greater than 2 feet.

³±®» ¿°°®±°®·¿¬» ¬®»²½¸·²¹ò

inappropriate areas from being utilized.

Tree protection areas must be made visible during construction. A physical barrier of a fence and signage must be in place prior to clearing and
remain in place throughout construction.
Î»º»®»²½»-æ
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International Society of Arboriculture. Avoiding Tree Damage During Construction.
http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/avoiding_construction.asp

Penn State University. A Guide to preserving trees in Development projects. The
Pennsylvania State University, 112 Agricultural Administration Building, University Park,
PA 16802. http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/FreePubs/pdfs/uh122.pdf

The National Arbor Day Foundation. Tree City USA Bulletins. The National Arbor USA
Bulletins. The National Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City, NE
68410.

Protecting Trees from Construction
Damage. Minnesota Extension Service, 20 Coffey Hall, Saint Paul, MN 55108-6064.

Trenching and Tunneling Near Trees. The National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City, NE 68410.
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Protecting Trees When
Building on Forested Land. University of California Cooperative Extension, Berkeley, CA
94720.

Fairfax County Virginia Board of Supervisors. 1986. Vegetation Preservation and Planting.
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors, Fairfax County, VA.
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of ingress/egress, the practice is used to reduce the amount of mud tracked off-site with

A construction entrance is a stabilized pad of stone underlain with a geotextile and is used

from muddy areas is necessary.
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construction vehicle tires before they enter a public roads, they should not be the only

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²-

sediment to runoff, such as at the entrance to individual building lots.

unchecked by effective sediment controls;

Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»A construction entrance is applicable where:

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòì Ý±²-¬®«½¬·±² Û²¬®¿²½»
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onto public rights-of-way. This may require periodic top dressing with additional stone
or the washing and reworking of existing stone as conditions demand and repair and/or
cleanout of any structures used to trap sediment. All materials spilled, dropped, washed, or
tracked from vehicles onto roadways or into storm drains must be removed immediately.
The use of water trucks to remove materials dropped, washed, or tracked onto roadways
will not be permitted under any circumstances.

5:1 slopes) so as to convey sediment laden runoff to sediment control practices or to allow
clean water to pass by the entrance.

Stone shall be placed to a depth of at least 6 inches. Roads subject to heavy duty loads
should be increased to a minimum of 10 inches. Surface water shall be conveyed under

The area of the entrance must be cleared of all vegetation, roots, and other objectionable
material. Geotextile will then be placed the full width and length of the entrance.
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Soft depression areas develop in entrance area. Stone may not have been underlain with

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²Mud is allowed to accumulate and is tracked on to public right-of-ways. The entrance and
associated construction roads may need dressing with additional stone.

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿

Proper installation of a construction entrance requires a geotextile and proper drainage to
insure construction site runoff does not leave the site. The use of geotextile under the stone
helps to prevent potholes from developing and will save the amount of stone needed during
the life of the practice. Proper drainage may include culverts to direct water under the roadway or water bars to direct muddy water off the roadway toward sediment traps or ponds.
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¿½®±-- ¬¸» »²¬®¿²½» ±® ¬± °®»ª»²¬ ®«²±ºº º®±³ ¾»·²¹ ¼·®»½¬»¼
±«¬ ±²¬± °¿ª»¼ -«®º¿½»-ò

éò Ý«´ª»®¬ óß °·°» ±® ½«´ª»®¬ -¸¿´´ ¾» ½±²-¬®«½¬»¼ «²¼»® ¬¸»

êò

Ý±²-¬®«½¬·±² Û²¬®¿²½»

Ý±²-¬®«½¬·±² Û²¬®¿²½»
ïò

º±®

º±®

or plant life.

Dust control involves preventing or reducing dust from exposed soils or other sources during land disturbing, demolition and construction activities to reduce the presence of air-
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areas and protected areas can also be very helpful in dust control by providing windbreaks
and non-erosive areas.

Planning for dust control involves limiting the amount of soil disturbance at any one time as

tion activities, such as road construction and subdivision, commercial or industrial develoption sites has established an average dust emission rate of 1.2 tons/acre/month for active
construction. Earth-moving activities comprise the major source of construction dust emis-

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²Construction activities inevitably result in the exposure and disturbance of soil. Fugitive
dust results from both construction activities and as a result of wind erosion over the

Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»In areas subject to surface and air movement of dust where on-site and off-site damage is
likely to occur if preventive measures are not taken.

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòë Ü«-¬ Ý±²¬®±´
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-

Ý±¿®-»
Ý±¿®-»

éæï
íòëæï

íëð

ìëð

íðð

îíë

ß°°´·½¿¬·±² Î¿¬»
Ù¿´´±²ñß½®»

Í¬±²» ó Stone can be used to stabilize roads or other areas during construction using
crushed stone or coarse gravel. Research has shown the addition of bentonite to limestone

Ú·²»

ìæï

Ú·²»

ïîòëæï

Ò±¦¦´» Ì§°»

Î»-·² ·² É¿¬»®

É¿¬»® Ü·´«¬·±²
øß¼¸»-·ª»æ É¿¬»®÷
Ô¿¬»¨ Û³«´-·±²

ß¼¸»-·ª»

Ì¿¾´» éòëòï ß¼¸»-·ª»- º±® Ü«-¬ Ý±²¬®±´

Many products of this type are available and are
usually most effective on typical mineral soils but may not be on predominantly organic
soils such as muck. Users are advised to pay attention to the limitations and instructions
regarding each product. The following table lists various adhesives and provides corresponding information on mixing and application:

at a rate that prevents dust but does not cause soil erosion. Wetting agents are also available
to increase the effectiveness of watering and must follow manufacturers instructions.

É¿¬»®·²¹ ó This is the most commonly used dust control practice. The site is sprinkled
with water until the surface is wet before and during grading and is repeated as needed. It

from areas during periods of higher winds. This must be balanced by the need to reach a
stage where the soil can be stabilized and may be only be necessary when high winds are
predicted.

Ó«´½¸ ó When properly applied, mulch offers a fast, effective means of controlling dust.

stabilization reduces dust drastically. Timely temporary and permanent seedings must be
utilized to accomplish this. See TEMPORARY SEEDING & PERMANENT SEEDING.

The most effective way to prevent dust from exposed soil is to provide

treatment of exposed soil with chemical stabilizers.

A number of measures can be utilized to limit dust either during or between construction
stages or once construction is complete. Generally the same methods that are used to limit
erosion by limiting exposure of soils to rainfall can be used to limit dust including: stabilizing exposed soils with mulch, vegetation or permanent cover. Additional methods particu-
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Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿
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Continuous, scheduled monitoring of the construction site conditions is not made.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²Vegetation is removed from large areas of the construction site and left barren for long
periods of time.

Most dust control measures, such as applications of water or road treatments will require
monitoring and repeat applications as needed to accomplish good control.

Ñ°»®¿¬·±² ¿²¼ Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Í¬®»»¬ Ý´»¿²·²¹ ó Paved areas that have accumulated sediment from construction sites
should be cleaned daily, or as needed, utilizing a street sweeper or bucket -type loader or
scraper.

Ý¿´½·«³ Ý¸´±®·¼» ó This chemical may be applied by mechanical spreader as loose, dry

-
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Where dust is a known problem, existing windbreak vegetation should be preserved. Maintaining existing rows of trees or constructing a wind fence,
sediment fence, or similar barrier can help to control air currents and blowing soil. Place
barriers perpendicular to prevailing air currents at intervals of about 15 times the barrier
height.
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ìæï

éæï
íòëæï

ß½®§´·½ Û³«´-·±²
ß½®§´·½ Û³«´-·±²
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ïîòëæï

Î»-·² ·² É¿¬»®
ß½®§´·½ Û³«´-·±²

É¿¬»® Ü·´«¬·±²
øß¼¸»-·ª»æ É¿¬»®÷

Ô¿¬»¨ Û³«´-·±²

ß¼¸»-·ª»

Ý±¿®-»

Ý±¿®-»

Ú·²»

Ú·²»

Ò±¦¦´»
Ì§°»

íëð

ìëð

íðð

îíë

ß°°´·½¿¬·±²
Î¿¬» Ù¿´òñß½ò

¾» ¼±²» ¿¬ ¿ ®¿¬» ¬¸¿¬ °®»ª»²¬- ¼«-¬ ¾«¬ ¼±»- ²±¬ ½¿«-»
-±·´ »®±-·±²ò É»¬¬·²¹ ¿¹»²¬- -¸¿´´ ¾» «¬·´·¦»¼ ¿½½±®¼·²¹ ¬±
³¿²«º¿½¬«®»®- ·²-¬®«½¬·±²-ò
ó

ó
²»²¬ -»»¼·²¹ ¿²¼ ³«´½¸ ¬± ¿®»¿- ¬¸¿¬ ©·´´ ®»³¿·² ·¼´» º±®
±ª»® îï ¼¿§-ò Í¿ª·²¹ »¨·-¬·²¹ ¬®»»- ¿²¼ ´¿®¹» -¸®«¾- ©·´´
¿´-± ®»¼«½» -±·´ ¿²¼ ¿·® ³±ª»³»²¬ ¿½®±-- ¼·-¬«®¾»¼ ¿®»¿-ò
Í»» Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹å Ð»®³¿²»²¬ Í»»¼·²¹å Ó«´½¸·²¹
Ð®¿½¬·½»-å ¿²¼ Ì®»» ¿²¼ Ò¿¬«®¿´ ß®»¿ Ð®±¬»½¬·±² °®¿½¬·½»-ò

Ì¿¾´» éòëòï ß¼¸»-·ª»- º±® Ü«-¬ Ý±²¬®±´

íò

îò

ïò

-¬±²» ±® ½±¿®-» ¹®¿ª»´ ½¿² ¾» «-»¼ ¿- ¿ °»®³¿²»²¬ ½±ª»® ¬±
°®±ª·¼» ½±²¬®±´ ±º -±·´ »³·--·±²-ò

Í¬®»»¬ Ý´»¿²·²¹ ó Ð¿ª»¼ ¿®»¿- ¬¸¿¬ ¸¿ª» ¿½½«³«´¿¬»¼
-»¼·³»²¬ º®±³ ½±²-¬®«½¬·±² -¸±«´¼ ¾» ½´»¿²»¼ ¼¿·´§ô ±® ¿²»»¼»¼ô «¬·´·¦·²¹ ¿ -¬®»»¬ -©»»°»® ±® ¾«½µ»¬ ó¬§°» »²¼´±¿¼»®
±® -½®¿°»®ò

éò Ñ°»®¿¬·±² ¿²¼ Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½» ó É¸»² Ì»³°±®¿®§ Ü«-¬ Ý±²¬®±´
³»¿-«®»- ¿®» «-»¼å ®»°»¬·¬·ª» ¬®»¿¬³»²¬ -¸±«´¼ ¾» ¿°°´·»¼
¿- ²»»¼»¼ ¬± ¿½½±³°´·-¸
½±²¬®±´ò

®¿¬»-ò

¿ ®¿¬» ¬¸¿¬ µ»»°- ¬¸» -«®º¿½» ³±·-¬ ¾«¬ ²±¬ -± ¸·¹¸ ¿- ¬±
½¿«-» ©¿¬»® °±´´«¬·±² ±® °´¿²¬ ¼¿³¿¹»ò ß°°´·½¿¬·±² ®¿¬»-

êò Ý¿´½·«³ Ý¸´±®·¼» ó Ì¸·- ½¸»³·½¿´ ³¿§ ¾» ¿°°´·»¼ ¾§

ëò

ìò

Ü«-¬ Ý±²¬®±´

º±®

Topsoiling occurs during grading operations as the upper most organic layer of soil is
stripped and stockpiled from areas being graded and subsequently replaced on the newly
graded areas. Topsoil provides a more suitable growing medium than subsoil or on areas
with poor moisture, low nutrient levels, undesirable pH, or in the presence of other materials that would inhibit establishment of vegetation. Replacing topsoil helps plant growth by
improving the water holding capacity and nutrient content and consistency of the soils.

amendments to be a suitable growth medium.

This practice is especially applicable to areas where:
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Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»This practice applies anywhere a good stand of vegetation is desired, whether turf, ornamental plants, and/ or vegetative cover especially in areas where high-quality turf is desirable to withstand intense use or meet aesthetic requirements, although it may not be appropriate for areas with slopes greater than 2:1.

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòé Ì±°-±·´·²¹
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sediment controls. Sediment Controls will need regular inspection and appropriate repairs
as needed.

CHAPTER 7 Soil Stabilization

discouraged, unless good bonding of soils can be achieved.

textures. Clayey topsoil over sandy subsoil is a particularly poor combination, as water
may creep along the junction between the soil layers, leading to sloughing of the topsoil.
Sandy topsoil over clay subsoil is equally likely to fail.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²-

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿

If topsoiling is planned, locations for topsoil stockpiles must be determined where drainage
and site work will not be encumbered. Construction scheduling must be adjusted to allow
etation operations.

In site planning, the option of topsoiling should be compared with that of preparing a
seedbed in subsoil. The clay content of subsoil does provide high moisture availability and
deters leaching of nutrients. When adjusted for optimal pH and nutrient availability, subsoil
may provide an adequate growth medium that is generally free of weeds. Topsoiling may
not be required to establish less demanding, lower maintenance plants, although runoff will
be increased due to the lack of topsoil from the site.

Although replacing topsoil is critical to establishing good vegetation and limiting runoff
from development sites, it comes with additional costs. Stripping, stockpiling and reapplying topsoil or importing topsoil will require greater work in grading operations and
therefore will increase costs. Topsoiling will also add time to grading operations and may
increase the exposure time of denuded areas. Additionally, depending on the original vegetative cover, topsoil often contains weed seeds that may compete with desirable species.

and re-spreading the top horizon of soil. If in question, assistance by a trained soils professional should be sought to determine the extent of topsoil resources on the project site.

fertile than the subsoil due to increased amounts of organic material. This layer is typically
very evident as a person excavates through soil horizons. Project sites will have varying
degrees of topsoil resources prior to construction, with some historically eroded sites having

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²-

ëò ×º ¬±°-±·´ ·- -¬±®»¼ º±® ³±®» ¬¸¿² îï¼¿§-ô ·¬ -¸±«´¼ ¾» ¬»³°±ó
®¿®§ -»»¼»¼ô ±® ½±ª»®»¼ ©·¬¸ ¿ ¬¿®°ò

ìò Ý±²-¬®«½¬ -¬±½µ°·´»- ·² ¿½½»--·¾´» ´±½¿¬·±²- ¬¸¿¬ ¼± ²±¬
·²¬»®º»®» ©·¬¸ ²¿¬«®¿´ ¼®¿·²¿¹»ò ×²-¬¿´´ ¿°°®±°®·¿¬» -»¼·ó
³»²¬ ½±²¬®±´- ¬± ¬®¿° -»¼·³»²¬ -«½¸ ¿- -·´¬ º»²½» ·³³»¼·ó
¿¬»´§ ¿¼¶¿½»²¬ ¬± ¬¸» -¬±½µ°·´» ±® -»¼·³»²¬ ¬®¿°- ±® ¾¿-·²¼±©²-¬®»¿³ ±º ¬¸» -¬±½µ°·´»ò Í¬±½µ°·´» -·¼» -´±°»- -¸¿´´ ²±¬
»¨½»»¼ ¿ ®¿¬·± ±º îæïò

ß° ¸±®·¦±²÷ò

íò Î»³±ª» ¬¸» -±·´ ³¿¬»®·¿´ ²± ¼»»°»® ¬¸¿² ©¸¿¬ ¬¸»

îò Ð®·±® ¬± -¬®·°°·²¹ ¬±°-±·´ô ·²-¬¿´´ ¿°°®±°®·¿¬» ¼±©²-´±°» »®±ó
-·±² ¿²¼ -»¼·³»²¬¿¬·±² ½±²¬®±´- -«½¸ ¿- -»¼·³»²¬ ¬®¿°- ¿²¼
¾¿-·²-ò
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ëò ßº¬»® -°»¿¼·²¹ô ¹®¿¼» ¿²¼ -¬¿¾·´·¦» ©·¬¸ -»»¼·²¹ ±® ¿°°®±°®·ó
¿¬» ª»¹»¬¿¬·±²ò

ìò ß°°´§ ¬±°-±·´ »ª»²´§ ¬± ¿ ¼»°¬¸ ±º ¿¬ ´»¿-¬ ì ·²½¸»- ¿²¼
½±³°¿½¬ -´·¹¸¬´§ ¬± ·³°®±ª» ½±²¬¿½¬ ©·¬¸ -«¾-±·´ò

·²¸·¾·¬- ¾±²¼·²¹ ©·¬¸ -«¾-±·´ò

íò Ü± ²±¬ ¿°°´§ ©¸»² -·¬» ·- ©»¬ô ³«¼¼§ô ±® º®±¦»²ô ¾»½¿«-» ·¬

îò Ì± »²-«®» ¾±²¼·²¹ô ¹®¿¼» ¬¸» -«¾-±·´ ¿²¼ ®±«¹¸»² ¬¸» ¬±°
íóì ·²ò ¾§ ¼·-µ·²¹ò

ïò Ð®·±® ¬± ¿°°´§·²¹ ¬±°-±·´ô ¬¸» ¬±°-±·´ -¸±«´¼ ¾» °«´ª»®·¦»¼ò

ïò Ü»¬»®³·²» ¬¸» ¼»°¬¸ ¿²¼ -«·¬¿¾·´·¬§ ±º ¬±°-±·´ ¿¬ ¬¸» -·¬»ò

-±·´ -«®ª»§ ®»°±®¬÷ò

Í°®»¿¼·²¹ ¬¸» Ì±°-±·´

Í¿´ª¿¹·²¹ ¿²¼ Í¬±½µ°·´·²¹

Ì±°-±·´·²¹

º±®

Temporary seedings establish temporary cover on disturbed areas by planting appropriate rapidly growing annual grasses or small grains. Temporary seeding provides erosion
control on areas in between construction operations. Grasses, which are quick growing, are
seeded and usually mulched to provide prompt, temporary soil stabilization. It effectively
minimizes the area of a construction site prone to erosion and should be used everywhere
the sequence of construction operations allows vegetation to be established.
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proper applications of temporary seeding. Because practices used to trap sediment are
usually much less effective, temporary seeding is to be use even on areas where runoff is
treated by sediment trapping practices. Because temporary seeding is highly effective and
practical on construction sites, its liberal use is highly recommended.

This practice has the potential to drastically reduce the amount of sediment eroded from

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²-

is not scheduled for more than 21 days. Permanent seeding should be applied if the areas
will be idle for more than one year.

Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» ¬¸» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»-

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòè Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹
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Seeding performed during hot and dry summer months shall be watered at a rate of 1 inch
per week.

Areas failing to establish vegetative cover adequate to prevent erosion shall be reseeded as

Seeding Methods: Seed shall be applied uniformly with a cyclone spreader, drill, cultipacker seeder, or hydroseeder. When feasible, seed that has been broadcast shall be covered
by raking or dragging and then lightly tamped into place using a roller or cultipacker. If
hydroseeding is used, the seed and fertilizer will be mixed on-site and the seeding shall be
done immediately and without interruption.

lime and fertilizer applied as recommended by a soil test. In lieu of a soil test, fertilizer can
be broadcast and worked into the top inch of soil at the rate of 6 pounds/1000 ft2 or 250
pounds per acre of 10-10-10 or 12-12-12.

Soil amendments: A soil test is necessary to adequately predict the need for lime and

Site preparation: Temporary seeding is best done on a prepared soil seedbed of loose
pulverized soil. However, seedings should not be delayed, if additional grading operations
are not possible. At a minimum, remove large rock or debris that will interfere with seeding
operations. If the ground has become crusted, a disk or a harrow should be used to loosen
the soil. Overall the best soil conditions will exist immediately after grading operations
cease, when soils remain loose and moist.

included in some of the mixtures as cover crops. These are annual plants that will die after
producing seed. Realize that oats will not over-winter and continue to grow as wheat and
rye do.

ence the selection of seeding species. For areas remaining idle for over a year, a mixture

Plant Selection:
Temporary seeding. Choose varieties of tall fescue that are endophyte free or have nontoxic endophytes. Seeding rates for dormant seedings are increased by 50 percent. More
information on dormant seedings is given in the permanent seeding section.
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in plant hardiness.

in over competition with the perennials.

establishment of vegetation.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²-

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿

ïòîë
íòîë
ðòì
ðòì

ß²²«¿´ Î§»¹®¿-Ð»®»²²·¿´ Î§»¹®¿-Ý®»»°·²¹ Î»¼ Ú»-½«»
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íò Ì¸» -»»¼¾»¼ -¸±«´¼ ¾» °«´ª»®·¦»¼ ¿²¼ ´±±-» ¬± »²-«®» ¬¸»
-«½½»-- ±º »-¬¿¾´·-¸·²¹ ª»¹»¬¿¬·±²ò Ì»³°±®¿®§ -»»¼·²¹
-¸±«´¼ ²±¬ ¾» °±-¬°±²»¼ ·º ·¼»¿´ -»»¼¾»¼ °®»°¿®¿¬·±² ·²±¬ °±--·¾´»ò

îò Ì»³°±®¿®§ -»»¼ -¸¿´´ ¾» ¿°°´·»¼ ¾»¬©»»² ½±²-¬®«½¬·±²
±°»®¿¬·±²- ±² -±·´ ¬¸¿¬ ©·´´ ²±¬ ¾» ¹®¿¼»¼ ±® ®»©±®µ»¼
º±® îï ¼¿§- ±® ¹®»¿¬»®ò Ì¸»-» ·¼´» ¿®»¿- -¸¿´´ ¾» -»»¼»¼
©·¬¸·² é ¼¿§- ¿º¬»® ¹®¿¼·²¹ò

ïò Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ »®±-·±² ¿²¼ -»¼·³»²¬ ½±²¬®±´ °®¿½¬·½»- -«½¸
¿- ¼·ª»®-·±²- ¿²¼ -»¼·³»²¬ ¬®¿°- -¸¿´´ ¾» ·²-¬¿´´»¼ ¿²¼
-¬¿¾·´·¦»¼ ©·¬¸ ¬»³°±®¿®§ -»»¼·²¹ °®·±® ¬± ¹®¿¼·²¹ ¬¸» ®»-¬
±º ¬¸» ½±²-¬®«½¬·±² -·¬»ò

ëò

ìò

ìð
ìð
ìð

ìð
ìð
ìð

ïîð øî ¾«-¸»´÷
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ïïî øî ¾«-¸»´÷
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Ô¾ñß½®»
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·- «-»¼ô ¬¸» -»»¼ ¿²¼ º»®¬·´·¦»® ©·´´ ¾» ³·¨»¼ ±²ó-·¬» ¿²¼
¬¸» -»»¼·²¹ -¸¿´´ ¾» ¼±²» ·³³»¼·¿¬»´§ ¿²¼ ©·¬¸±«¬
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Ð»®»²²·¿´ Î§»
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Note: Other approved species may be substituted.
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ï
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Ô¾òñïððð º¬î
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Í»»¼·²¹ Ü¿¬»-

Ì¿¾´» éòèòï Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹ Í°»½·»- Í»´»½¬·±²

Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹

º±®
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«-»¼ ¿¬ îððð ´¾-òñ ¿½ò ±® ìê ´¾òñ ïôðððó-¯òóº¬ò
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Ó«´½¸·²¹ Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹

¿ ³¿¨·³«³ ±º ëð ´¾ò ñ ïðð ¹¿´ò

¿°°´·»¼ ¿¬ ¿ ²»¬ ¼®§ ©¬ò ±º éëð ´¾òñ¿½ò Ì¸» ©±±¼ó½»´´«´±-»

øß¹®·óÌ¿½÷ô ÜÝßóéðô Ð»¬®±-»¬ô Ì»®®¿ Ì®¿½µ ±® »¯«·ª¿´»²¬ ³¿§
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³¿²«º¿½¬«®»®- ®»½±³³»²¼¿¬·±²-ò Ò»¬¬·²¹ ³¿§ ¾» ²»½»-ó
-¿®§ ¬± ¸±´¼ ³«´½¸ ·² °´¿½» ·² ¿®»¿- ±º ½±²½»²¬®¿¬»¼ ®«²±ºº
¿²¼ ±² ½®·¬·½¿´ -´±°»-ò

½¸±°°»¼ ¾«¬ ´»º¬ ¬± ¿ ´»²¹¬¸ ±º ¿°°®±¨·³¿¬»´§ ê ·²½¸»-ò

-»¬ -¬®¿·¹¸¬ ¬± °«²½¸ ±® ¿²½¸±® ¬¸» ³«´½¸ ³¿¬»®·¿´ ·²¬±

íò Í¬®¿© Ó«´½¸ -¸¿´´ ¾» ¿²½¸±®»¼ ·³³»¼·¿¬»´§ ¬± ³·²·³·¦»
´±-- ¾§ ©·²¼ ±® ©¿¬»®ò ß²½¸±®·²¹ ³»¬¸±¼-æ

Ì»³°±®¿®§ Í»»¼·²¹

º±®

A protective layer of mulch, usually of straw, applied to bare soil is used to abate erosion
by shielding it from raindrop impact. Mulch also helps establish vegetation by conserving
moisture and creating favorable conditions for seeds to germinate.

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿
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Additional mulching is necessary to cover exposed soil conditions when observed during
routine maintenance inspections.
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Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»Mulch should be used liberally throughout construction to limit the areas that are bare and
susceptible to erosion. Mulch can be used in conjunction with seeding to establish vegetation or by itself to provide erosion control when the season does not allow grass to grow.
Mulch and other vegetative practices must be applied on all disturbed portions of construction-sites that will not be re-disturbed for more than 21 days.

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòç Ó«´½¸·²¹
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Areas which have been mulched should be inspected and maintained if necessary every 7
days or within 24 hours of a rain event greater than or equal to 0.5 inches to ensure adequate protection.

The use of a mulch cover is not recommended for areas, which will exhibit higher velocities than 3.5 feet/second. An erosion control matting is recommended for areas which will
exhibit higher velocities.

Weather considerations must be addressed to ensure the application of synthetic binders are
not washed away and introduced into watercourses.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²The application of synthetic binders must be conducted in such a manner as to not be introduced into watercourses.
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dense grass cover.

Permanent vegetation is used to stabilize soil, reduce erosion, prevent sediment pollution,

Perennial vegetation is established on areas that will not be re-disturbed for periods longer
than 12 months. Permanent seeding includes site preparation, seedbed preparation, planting
seed, mulching, irrigation and maintenance.

CHAPTER 7 Soil Stabilization

and reduces the amount of runoff. The establishment of quality vegetation requires selection of the right plant materials for the site, adequate soil amendments, careful seedbed
preparation, and maintenance.

Ð´¿²²·²¹ Ý±²-·¼»®¿¬·±²-
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another portion of the site is being completed. Permanent seeding shall be completed in
phases, if necessary.

Ý±²¼·¬·±²- É¸»®» Ð®¿½¬·½» ß°°´·»Permanent seeding should be applied to:

Ü»-½®·°¬·±²

éòïð Ð»®³¿²»²¬ Í»»¼·²¹
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crop to thicken the stand until timing is right to plant perennials or use temporary seeding. See Temporary Seeding standard.

or re-seed.

corrective action: choice of plant materials, lime and fertilizer quantities, poor seedbed
preparation, or weather. If vegetation fails to grow, have the soil tested to determine

Repair bare and sparse areas. Fill gullies. Re-fertilize, re-seed, and re-mulch if required.
Consider no-till planting. A minimum of 70% growth density, based on a visual inspection, must exist for an adequate permanent vegetative planting.

2. Permanent seeding shall not be considered established for at least 1 full year from the

least at the plant bases.

1. Expect emergence within 4 to 28 days after seeding, with legumes typically following

CHAPTER 7 Soil Stabilization

Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½»

Ü»-·¹² Ý®·¬»®·¿

available moisture.

Topsoiling.

Vegetation cannot be expected to stabilize soil that is unstable
due to its texture, structure, water movement or excessively steep slope. The following
minimum soil conditions are needed for the establishment and maintenance of a long-lived

growth. The best time for improving soil condition is during the establishment of permanent vegetation. It is highly recommended that subsoilers, plows, or other implements are
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poor establishment of vegetation.

Ý±³³±² Ð®±¾´»³- ñ Ý±²½»®²-
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Ü± ²±¬ ³±©

Ü± ²±¬ ³±©

Ó±©·²¹

5. Consider mowing after plants reach a height of 6 to 8 inches. Mow grasses tall, at least
3 inches in height and minimize compaction during the mowing process. Vegetation on
structural practices such as embankments and grass-lined channels need to be mowed
only to prevent woody plants from invading the stand.

Note: Following soil test recommendations is preferred to fertilizer rates shown above.

ïðóïðóïð

Ú±®³«´¿

Ý®»»°·²¹ Î»¼ Ú»-½«»
Î§»¹®¿-Õ»²¬«½µ§ Þ´«»¹®¿--

Ó·¨¬«®»

Ì¿¾´» éòïðòïÓ¿·²¬»²¿²½» º±® Ð»®³¿²»²¬ Í»»¼·²¹- Ú»®¬·´·¦¿¬·±² ¿²¼ Ó±©·²¹

recommendations or by using the rates shown in Table 2.

tion of 50 lbs. of N-P-K per acre in early spring will help cool season grasses compete
against weeds or grow more successfully.

Bluegrass, Orchardgrass, Perrenial Ryegrass, Smooth Brome, Fescues, Timothy, Reed
Canarygrass and Garrison Grass)

3. Satisfactory establishment may require re-fertilizing the stand in the second growing
season.
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